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Agenda

1. Introduction to software sharing

2. Using Github for collaborative software development

3. Archiving Github repositories with Zenodo

4. Q&A



Why share software?

● Share ideas and skills, avoid reinventing the wheel

● Improve software quality, invite community input

● Support reproducible science, bridge the gap between input and output

● Create sustainable open-source community



Why share software?

● First class citizen

○ Scientific research softwares are increasingly being recognized as legitimate research 

output, should be credited alongside articles and data.

● Call for good practice

○ Most of the time softwares are not openly archived, nor easily discoverable -- barriers 

to sharing and reuse.

● Emerging policies, recommendations and services







Work with Github



What is GitHub?

● GitHub is a code hosting platform for version control and collaboration.

● It lets you and others work together on projects from anywhere.

● No coding necessary.



Basic components

● Repositories

● Branches

● Commits

● Pull requests



Repositories

●  Usually used to organize a single project.

● Can contain folders and files, images, videos, spreadsheets, and data 
sets.

● Anything that your project needs.



Creating a repository



Branches

● Branching is the way to work on different versions of a repository at one 
time.

● By default the repository has one branch called master which is 
considered to be the definitive branch.

● Use of branches to experiment and make edits before committing them 
to master.

● By creating a branch off the master you are making a snapshot of 
master as it was at that point in time.



Lifetime of branch



Commits

● On GitHub, saved changes are called commits.

● Each commit has an associated commit message.

● Description explaining why a particular change was made.

● Commit messages capture the history of your changes, so other 
contributors can understand what you’ve done and why.



Making a commit



Pull requests

● The heart of collaboration on GitHub.

● Proposing your changes.

● Requesting that someone:
○ Review.
○ Pull in your contribution.
○ Merge them into their branch.

● Show differences, of the content from both branches.



Open a pull request



Merge pull request

● Final step.

● Bring changes together.



Github-Zenodo integration



Zenodo

● Zenodo helps researchers receive credit by making the research results citable.



Archive Github repository on Zenodo

● Login to Zenodo through Github

● Set up Zenodo-Github synchronization 
https://zenodo.org/account/settings/github/ 

○ Zenodo can only archive public repositories

● Release Github repository, trigger new entry in Zenodo.

○ Optional: complete the metadata by editing the zenodo 
records, e.g. author affiliation, keywords, license, 
zenodo community, grants etc.

● Take DOI badge from Zenodo and add to Github repo’s 
readme file.

https://zenodo.org/account/settings/github/
https://zenodo.org/account/settings/github/
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Back ups
Other use cases for Github



Github-Authorea integration

● Authorea is a collaborative writing 
platform for students, researchers 
and technical writers. 

● Free for reading and writing OA 
articles.


